â€˜My Model Looks Better Than Your Modelâ€™ heats up fashion catwalk with series finale
by Bend_Weekly_News_Sources

BET J, the "Grown & Sexy" digital channel rolls out the highly-anticipated final episodes of its hit fashion
stylist competition series, â€˜My Model Looks Better Than Your Modelâ€™ (MMLBTYM) all leading up to
its explosive series finale on April 4 at 10:00 p.m. ET/PT. The beautiful and sexy Eva Marcelle (former
America's Next Top Model Cycle 3 Winner) lends her fashion sense as show host, and the contestant with the
most style and flare wins the chance to style Eva in a special Trace Magazine photo shoot.

Eva Marcelle hosts â€˜My Modelâ€™ MMLBTYM highlights 12 contestants who are assigned and
judged on a weekly fashion theme that they then execute on professional models using their own personal
styles. A panel of celebrity and fashion judges analyze the contestants' efforts and later decide on the winner;
show judges include photographer Ezequiel de la Rosa; Trace magazine fashion editor Daphne Devallie;
former Vibe fashion editor-at-large Beverly Smith; stylists Misa Hylton-Brimm, Alexander Allen and Phillip
Bloch; and former beauty editor for Suede and Honey magazines Mia Stokes.

BET J hooked up with stellar producers, Sean Joell Johnson of LeftCenter Entertainment, Nathan Hale
Williams of In-Hale Entertainment and Crystal McCrary Anthony to create this fresh hot original series which
kicks off the remaining episodes on Wednesday, March 21 at 10:00 p.m., where one finalist is decided. On
Wednesday, March 28 at 10:00 p.m., two more semifinalists are up for a style wars challenge, all leading up to
the highly-anticipated series finale on Wednesday, April 4 at 10:00 p.m., where one winner will be crowned!

BET J is the premiere stop for adult viewers when it comes to providing fresh and new programming, all
embracing the unique culture and essence of the Black experience. Whether its sultry music specials shot in
exotic locations to nostalgic documentaries featuring your favorite entertainment icon to ground-breaking
original shows or stirring and uplifting gospel showcases, BET J definitely has it all! BET J is the preeminent
digital network providing lifestyle content that exudes tones of sexy, shades of reality and worlds of cool.
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